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A THEORY OF COMPOSIIUS MODELED AS INTERPENETRATING SOLID CONTINUA

H.F. Tiersten and M. Jahanmir*
Department of Mechanical Engineering.
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12181

ABSTRACT

The differential equations and boundary conditions describing the behavior

of a finitely deformable, heat-conducting composite material are derived by means

of a systematic application of the laws of continuum mechanics to a well-defined

macroscopic model consisting of interpenetrating solid continua. Each continuum

represents one identifiable constituent of the N-constituent composite. The

influence of viscous dissipation is included in the general treatment. Although

the motion of the combined compouite continuum may be arbitrarily large, the

relative displacement of the individual constituents is required to be infinites-

in the absence of heat conduction and viscosity is exhibited in detail for the

case of the two-constituent composite. The linear equations are written for •

both th-e isotrot.-_c and transversely isotropic material symmetries. Plane wave

solutions in the isotropic case reveal the existence of high-frequency (optical

type) branches as well as the ordinary low-frequency (acoustic typL) branches.

and all waves are dispersive. For the linear isc'Lropic equations both static

and dynamic potential representations are obtained, each of which is shown to

be complete. The solutions for both the concentrated ordinary body force and

relative body force are obtained from the static potential representation.

*Present Address: Oapartnrnt of Mechanical Eugineering. Arya-Mehr University
of Technology, P.O. Box 3406, Tehran, Iran.
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1. Introduction

A composite material, is composed of a rumber of diistinct identifiable con-

stituents with different physical properties, which are combined to form a single

solid. In particular, fiber-reinforced composites consist of fiber reinforcement

imbedded in a matrix. In order to obtain certain types of information, e.g., the

actuel bond stress between the reinforcement and matrix, the individual elements

of the composite must be treated as separate entities 12. Nevertheless, it must

be remembered that it would be virtually impossible to consider an external

boundary of a composite while conc..dering the individual elements in completely

separate detail. On the other hand, in order to obtain certain other types of

information,. e.g., the effective elastic constants of the single composite ma-

terial, some sort of single continuum model can readily be employed 3 ' 4. However,

there are numerous other situations, e.g., the wave velocity dispersion induced

by the fiber reinforcement in the matrix and possible resonances at which the

reinforcement might separate froia the matrix, for which neither of the aforemen-

tioned approaches can adequately or conveniently account but a different model

somewhere between the two can account. Since composite materLals composed of

reinforcement spaced uniformly densely in the matrix can be modeled as interpene-

trating solid continua and such a model can conveniently account tor much of the

physical phenomena that neither of the aforementioned approaches can, we employ

this mcLel in obtaining a description of composite materials. At this point we

note that for the inteipenetrating solid continuum model to be valid a charac-

teristic length, such as a wavelength, must be large compared with, say, the

spacing of the fiber reinforcement. in much the same way that the wavelcngth of

an elastic wave must be large compared with a lattice spacing for the ordinary

elastic continuum description to be valid.
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The interpenetrating solid continuum model, which is clotely related to the

model of fluid mixtures has been employed in the desuripi ion of a variety of

physical phenomena such as, e.g., certain types of magnetoelastic interaction6

electroelastic interaction7 and the interaction of the electromagnetic field

with deformalile insulators In this latter case in order to consider ionic

polarization resonances, the model consisted of two interpenetrating continua in

which the motion of the center of mass of the two continua was finite but the

relative motion of each of the continua with respect to the center of mass was

infinitesimal. It was felt that in order for the description to be physically

meaningful, the relative displacement of the two continua had to be infinitesimal,

or else the solid would rupture. The application of this model to the description

of material composites should be obvious. Indeed, the idea of employing inter-

penetratring contintna as a model of composite materials has already been intro-

9 10 -ie ffnaetldf
duced by Bedford and Stern However, there are a nxuber of fundamental dif-

ferences between the approach ef Bedford and Stern and that employed in Ref. 8.

For one thing, Bedford and Stern assume independent finite motions of each con-

stituent while in Ref.8, as already stated, although the motion of the center

of mass is taken to be finite, the relative motion of the separate constituents

is taken to be infinitesimal. it is felt that the procedure emp-loyed in Ret.9

is physically unrealistic because the solid composite would rupture long before

the relative displacements became large. Secondly, in Ref.9 a conservation of

energy relation is written separately for each constituent while in Ref. 8 a

single conservation of energy relation is written for the entire composite. i
When a separate conservation of energy relation is written for each constituent,

the energy of interaction between the cznstituents is not included in the defi-

nition of the stored energy density nor do the associated rate terms appear in

The formal expression for the first law of thermodynamics. As a consequence,

S*1
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in Ref.9 different temperatures and entropy densities are defined and a separate

rate of entropy production inequality is postulated fot each constituent, whereas

in Bef.8 one energy density, one temperature and one entropy density are defined

and one rate of entropy production inequality is employed in the usual manner.

As a result, in Ref. 9 with the exception of the defined volumetric interaction

terms which are taken to depend on the constitutive variables associated with

all the constituents, thte otLh ... Juepndent conctitutive variables for each con-

stituent are taken to depend on the constitutive variables associated with that

constituent only. On the other band, in Ref.8 the resulting single thermodynamic

equation for the combined continuum takes a form that indicates that all dependent

constitutive variables, including the relative stresses associated with all the

different combinations of constituents, should depend on the constitutive

variables associated with all the combinations or constituents. Clearly. when

the theory of Bedford and Stern is linearized 1 0 , the aforementioned physical ob-

jection concerning the large relative motion of the constituents vanishes.

However, it should be clear from the above discussion that certain intrinsic

differences in the descriptions remain.

In this paper the above discussed model of interpenetrating solid continua

is applied in obtaining a description of a three-constituent composite

material. In the two-constituent case the model is identical to the one em-

ployed in Ref. 8 provided the electronic charge and spin continua are omitted

and the ionic charqe is ignored. In the three-constituent case the model is a

straightforward generalization of the two-constituent case, and from there the

generalization to N constituents is obvious. For obvious reasons, the general

equations are determined only in the three-and N-constituent cases. The pro-

cedure employed in obtaininy the desczipLion is e::actly the same as in Ref.8 ,

but in the absence of the electromagnetic field. However, in this treatment
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simple Kelvin-type viscous dissipation is included. As already indicated, the

motion of the center Mf mass of any point of the entire composite may be finite

while the relative displacement of any constituent from the mass center must be

infinitesimal. Each constituent interacts with neighboring elements of the same

constituent by moans of a traction vector associated with that constituent. In

addition, each constituent interacts with all other constituents at that point

by means of volumetric interaction forces and couples, both of which are equal

and opposiLe in pairs.

The application of the appropriate equations of balance of mass and momentum

to the respective continua yields the material equations of motion, which, as

usual, constitutes an underdetermined system. Thie application of the equation

of thie conservation of energy to the combined material continuum results in the

first law of thermodynamics, whiLch 1 with the aid of tiu buuunkl law of therm.--

dynamis, 12 andte principle of material objectivity1' , enables the deter-

mination of the constitutive equations of our nonlinear description of composiJ.e

materials. These constitutive equations along with the aforementioned equations

of motion and the thermodynamic dissipation equation result in a properly de-

termined system, which can readily be reduced to (3N4-1) equations in (3N+ 1) j
dependent variables. In order to complete the system of equations, jump (or

boundary) conditions across moving, not necessarily material, surfaces of dis-

continuity are determined from the appropriate integral fcrms of the field

equations. It should be mentioned at this point that the resulting system of

nonlinear differential equations and boundary conditions is considered to be

valid ior fiber reinforced type composites, as well as some other types, but

not for laminated composites unless the thickness of a lamina is small compared

to a critical dimension or wavelcngth. It is fc:lt Jiat the cuations provide

a reasonable description of such materials as. say, fiber reinfurced rubber.
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If in a fiLer reinforced composite the fiber is not continuous ichoppcd fiber)

the description is simiplified by neglecting the traction in the constitLent of

tiic model representinig t1.c discontinuous (chopped) fiber reinforcament and in-

cluding only the volumetric interaction between this constituent and the matrix.

Since the resulting general nonlinear equations are relatively intractable

fcr the treatmnent of many probmems in their natural form, the linear version cl

the equations is extracted from the general one. These linear equations are

specialized to the importa-nt case of a transversely isotropic material, which

occurs very frequently in continuous fiber reinforced composites, and the fully

isotropic case. The static potenti.als analogous to the Boussinesq Papkovitch

potentials of classical elasticity are obtained from the linear equations for

the two constituent isotropic composite. From this static potential rcprcsenila-

tion the solutions for concentrated forces in the infinite two constituent iso-

tropic composite r."re obtained. The dynamic potentials analogous to the Lame

potentials of classical elasticity are obtained from the linear equations for

the two constituent isotropic composite. Completeness is established in both

cases. Plane wave solutions of the linear equations for the two constituent

composite are presented for the isotropic case. The solutions reveal the exi.st-

of o '.ofaves, higlhe~r Hr f-rn-snrf nes and lw.r ones; as expected.

The lower ones are disoersive and approach the non-dispersive velocity of I
classical linear elasticity from below as the wavcinumber anrn-ar-hcz .c•ccacd thZ

upper ones, which are highly dispersive, have non-zero cut-off frequencies cor-

responding to the aforementioned resonances at which the reinforcement might

separate from the matrix.

Since the defined material constants are not known for any two constituent

composite, it is suggested that plane wave measurements be made and correlated

I!
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with the above-mentioned plane wave solutions in order to obtain the defi'ved

linear elAstic constants of the two constituent composite, in much tUc same

15-17
wanner as in anisotropic elastic (or piezoelectric) materials . Te theory

can then readily be checked by comparing calculations with measurements in addi-

tional redundant directions. Moreover, when known material constants are

available, such things as surface wave velocity dispersion can be calculated and

compared with measurement. In addition, systematic dispersion information can

be used for the non-destructive testing of fiber reinforced composite materials.

An analysis of surface waves in a two constituent composite has been made and

some cdlculations have been performed when the fiber reinforced composite material

is simplified sufficiently that some of the constants can be estimated from the

kncw, elsstic constants of the individual constituents of the composite. This

investigation uill be reported in a forthcoming work,

In closing the introduction we note that more general single continuum
18-21

theories, commonly referred to as microstructure th]eories 1 can be and.

22
indeed, have been applied to certain composites to describe some of the ,,Ž-

nomena that the model of interpenetrating solid continua desrribe3. However,

the resulting equations are quite different from those ptesented here and we

find it difficult to identify the physical meaning of the microstructure

variables with any degree of certainty.

2. The Interacting Continua

As indicated in the Intrcduction, the macroscopic model we first consider

consists essentially of three distinct interpenetrating solid continua. Initi-

ally, all continua occupy the same region of space and, hence, have the same

material coordinates XL, The motion of the center of mass of the combined

23continouu is described by the mnapping
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Yi Yi(XLt) ' a (X,t) , (2.1)

which is one-to-,.ie and differentiable as oftert au requited. In (2.1) the y.

denote the spatial (or present) coordinates and X the material (or reference)

coordinates of the center of mass ard t denotes the time. We consistently use

the convention that capital indices denote the Cartesian compoinents of X anO.

lower case indices, the Cartesian components of y. Thus. X and y denote the.

initial position of all material points and the center of mass of the combined

continuum, respectively. Both dyadic and trtesian tensor notation are used

interchangeably. A comma followed hy an index denotes partial differentiati'n

with respect to a coordinate, i.e.,

YiL " ;Yii/AL, A. L AX y......

and the summation convention for repeated tensor inoices is employed. The

superscripts 1,2,3 are nsed to denote the respective continua. Since each

contiuum pssess(n) 1continuum possesses a positive reference mass density ) (n-1,2,3) and initially

oncupies the same region of space, we have

(I) (2) (3)
Po ' + + (2.3)

whe--e P is the total reference mass density of the combined continuum.

In a (finite) motion each continuum is permittcd to displace with respect

to the center of mass of the combined continuur. by infinitesimal displacement

(1) (2) (3)____ rgrdda

fieldsv1)w(2)w3 A schematic diag- indicating the motion of te model

appears in Fig.l. The infinitesimal displacement fields w~n are regarded as

ftinctio.ns of y and t. Since the w (1)are infinitesimal and

y (n) Y • (n) (Y't) ,(2.4)



and the determinant of a matrix product is equal to the product of the deter-

minants, we have

V(n) - V(I + V 9 w (n) (V 12.5)

where V(n) is the present volume of the nth constituent, V is the present volume

of the center of mass and

V -JV 0  (2.6)

where V is the reference volume of the material and as usual
0

J = det yjL (2.7)

Inasmuch as mass is conserved separately for each constituent, from (2.5) and

(2.6) we have

(n) (n) (2.8)

which enables us to write

(1) (2) (3)
p P p + P -I p (2.9)

where

PJ = PO (2 Y)

and p is the total present mass density of the combined continuum. Since y has

been defined as the center of mass of the combined continuum, we may write

S (y + wl))P ldV + ! (y + w(2))p( dV +
11 " V (2)

(y + wM3 ))p(3)dV -= (p(1) + P( 2 ) + P (3) )y dV

V(3) V

and by virtue of (2.5), we have

P(1) w(1) + P(2) w(2) + p(3)w(3) _0
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In addition, because mass is conserved separately for each continuum, we

further obtain a (1) dw (2) dw (3)

(1) _ + p (2) 34 p ( ) 0 (2 .13)
dt dt dt9'

where d/dt denotes the material time derivative.

The interpenetrating continua interact with each other by means of defined

L 12 L 21 L 13 L3-1 1, 23 L 32
local equal and opposite force fields F -- F , F F,. F F

which are located at the position y, where the first superscript denotes the

continuum being acted on and the second, the continuum producing the action, and

defined equal and opposite local r,.aterial couples LC12=- LC21. LC13 1,C31

LC23 LC32
C =- C . Each continuum interacts with neighboring elements of the same

(1) (2) (3)
continuum by meass of a traction force per unit area t , t 2 t acting

across the surface of separation. Schematic diagrams illustrating the above-

mentioned interaction in the model are shown in Figs.2-4.

3. The Equations of Balance

In view of the discussion in Section 2, the equations of the conservation

of mass for the different continua may be written in the form

d ( (2) d (3)d--t 3 • •T =n, v = n - i. Iv = 0 (3-1) .T- - dt J ' dt i (
V V V

where V is an arbitrary element of volume for which each of the2 conti'wia has

the same material coordinates. From (2.3) and (1.]1', we obtain the cquati,•j

of the conservation of mass for the combined continuum in the fcrr-.

d r
dj- J P dv = 0 (3.2)

V

The equations of the conservation of linear momentum for each ol ie the re

continua are, respectively
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d (1) dw (1)

j (1)as p(l)•(l) v (I,12+L 13 )dv=-- P YZ + dt/J
Jt dS + jP f dV+ (F -V F d t (3.3)

S V V V

dw(2)

Pr' (2) rs+ (2) f(2) dV + i 2]. +L F23 dv (2)~ +'34

J d as+ J p dv+ J~( 4Fm. P V+ T dV (3,4)

S V V V

) (2(3).Jt(3)dS+ j p(3Y'"• v I (L ... 3 )dv--d• 1' p v+ a• 'av, (35s)
s s + P v +v VP ý -T

dt J+ jt dV 3.

SV V V

where v - dy/dt. The equations of the conservation of angular momentum for each

of the three continua aie, respectively

(y + ) Y.t()dS + (y + w )) P (1) f() dV+I (C+C 1 3  dV

S V V

+ J" L 124 ) L V-d (�F (1) Yn v dV. (3.6)

V v

(y+ (2) Xt(2) dS+ 4 (2) xP(2) f(2) dV L C21 +L C23 d

SV V
(2)

/ dw~2

F +FLF23) dV d ( +w(2)) •xP( v + "d , (3.7)

V V

r3 (31 (3) V L 31 1-32. d
j (+w'"') Xt'' dS + J (y + w'-')Xp dV+ j ( C + a v

S V V
(3)

+ X(Ll L32) d f W(3) (3) / --- dW (3.9

V V

Application of (3.3)- (3.5) to an elementary tetrahedron in the usual

manner yields ihe definition of the respective stress tensors of each of the

three continua) thus

t (I) . n.•• i t (2) n • (2) t (3) n • (3) (3.,9)



Substituting from (3.9) into (3.3)- (3.5), respectively, taking the material

time derivatives, using (3.1), the divergence theorem and the arbitrariness of V,

we obtain dv-d-w (1

w(1) (1) (- (1) dv (1) d2w( L(12 L-13
V'T + p f -p - p 2 + F + F 0, (3,10)

tdt 2

't2(2)dv (2) 2.)•-•

V * (2) + p((2) f ( 2 ) 2 d(2) (2) -y._= + LF 2 1 + LF23=0 '3.11)
dt dt 2

dv d2w (3)
V •7(3)+ p(3) f(3) (3) _ (3) .. L F31 L F32 0S•-p pt F + F 0 , (3.12) -.

""- dt 2

which are the stress equatiorn of motion of the three continua, and where

V = e. 6/•yi and e. is a unit base vector in the ith Cartesian direction.

Substituting from (3.9) into (3.6)- (3.8), respectively, taking the matetial

time derivatives, using (3.1), the divergence theorem, (3.10)- (3.12) and tho-

arbitrariness of V, we obtain P

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) L 12 L 13
c e T 4-j e iWt..) +W Xp f + C + C
eIijij +4lkjwk .j

dv (1) d2 w(1)
dv dw, Li

w(1) X (1) d ( 1) p(1) d =0,l (3..3

-w x =p 0 (3213)
d t dt

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) L 21 L 23
ee 4 e(W 'T. .+w x p f + C + C

-ee;Lijeij + kjk j i + , - - I
d V0

2 (2)
In% • v l• 9 a w

-W "Xp - w xp =0 (314)
dt - dt2

(3) (W (3) (3) W(3) (3) (3) L 31 L 32

tl Li LeeLkj e Wk ij.) + xp f +C +

(3) (3) dv ( d 2 w (3)

-w x p _ '_Z at2  -o , (3.15)Sdt - dt 2

which constitute the equations of the conservation of angular momentum of each

of the three respective continua.

Adding (3.10)- (3.12), we obtain
dv

P(3.16)
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which are the stress equations of motion of the combined continuum, and

(1) (2) (3)
T T + T + T (3.17)

Pf p (1) f(1) + P(2) f(2) + P(3) f(3) (3.18)

where T is the total mechanical stress tensor and f is the total body force per

unit mass. Now let us define the constants r(I) and r(2) by

r(1) " p(1)/p(3) (2)1 (2)/p(3)
r P /p r p p , (3.19)

and then the subtraction of r(1) times (3.12) from (3.10) yields

(1)d2 (1)()

V* D(I) + (l)f(1) f(1) d + (1) i) - 0, (3.20)
dt

2

where

D.(1) T( - r(1)1(3)" (3.21) I ,
(1) L12 + L13 - l) F31+ L )(3.22)

f. f _f (3.23)

and
(i) = - w(3) . (1+ (1) + r(2) w(2) (3.24)

and we have employed (2.12). Similarly, subtracting r(2) ti9es (3.12) from (3.11,,

we obtain 2 (2)

V.D + f -p2) 0 , (3,25)P 2dt

where

D(2) _ r (3) (2) LF21 L[23 (2) L F3 1 +LF
3 2

(2) (2) (3) (2) (2) w(3) (2) (2) (1) (1)f f f -- w (I+ r )W + r . (3.26)

EquatiOns (3.20) and (3.25) are called the difference or relative equations of

(1) (2) (1) (2)
motion, andan _ D. . and • , are the difference stresses and difference:L 3
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displacements, respectively. Addinm (3.13)- (3.15) and employing (2.12), (3.17),

(3.1% - (3.21) and (3.23)- (3.26), we obtain

ee w k (1) (2) (2)
eIIi9'ij + e'Iezkj k ij +k ij ,i

- w (1) X (VI D(1)4 J (1) ) -w (2) x (V. D(2) +(2))-- , (3.27,

which is the equation of thi conservatibn of angular momrlntum for the combined

continuum. Equation (3.27) turns out to be of considerable value and interest

when viscous type dissipation is considered. However, in the absence of viscous

dissipation Eq, (3.27) is a direct consequence of the invariance of the stored

energy function in a rigid rotation.

Although we cannot explicitly evaluate each of the defined couples of

interaction LCmn between the respective continua in the description presented

here, we can readily evaluate the total internal couple acting on each continuum,

i.e., the LC (n) where I
L C(1) LC12 LC3 LC(2) LC21 LC23 LC31 LC31+ LC32 (3.28)

and that is all that is required in this type of description. Specifically,

SLc(n) may be determined a posteriori from (3.17), (3.21), (3.26)1 and

(3.13)- (3.15). Similar statements hold in the case of the defined forces of

interaction LFpn between the respective continua, and we can readily evaluate

a posteriori the total internal force LF (n) acting on each continuum from

(3.17), (3.21), (3.26)1 and (3.10)- (3.12), where

L (1)= LFI 2 +L 1F L-(2, L 21 L 23 L (3) L 31 L 32
F + -i F + F F1 3 LF +LF3. (3.29)

Ii

I
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4. Thermodynamic Considerations

The conservation of energy for the combix-ed material continium can be

written in the form
d i (i / dw(] dw(2

(d/ t(2) . +-- ,
a j (T + p+t dV * v + + +t

at Z ' at
V S

(3) dw (3) (w ()

t V v+- n qi dS + ý p 1? * iv + t2+
\- dt / L - - \- dt

Vdw(2) d)'3)

P(2)(2) + p f + , (4.1)

where T is the kinetic energy per unit volume, c is the internal stored energy
dw (n)

per unit mass, t• v + , n = 172,3, denote the rates of working per
at /)Y,'.9)

unit area of the mechanical surface tractions acting in the three continua,

(n). (n)
respectively, n • q is the zaLt of efflux of ... eat per unit rca and P

dt + ) denotc Lhe ra.tes of working Ier unit volume of body forces acting in

three continua. respectively. In order to obtein expressions for T, we must

return to our model of the combines material continuum.

From the model of the continuum it is clear- thiat the kinetic energy per

unit volume is of the form

w(1) wt(i) + ) 12) 12)

(3/dw~ 3  / 2( d
T P + + v + v +

Lw (it dw (V) dt

Expanding terms in (4.2) and employing (2.9), (2.13) and (3.19), we obtain
(1) (13

dw dw

+ [p ) v + p ( ) d+ (4
T( ) dt dt

dw(2) dw(2) dw(1) dw(2)
() (2) d () () (1) (2)

+ P (2)(+r ) + 2r p . (4.3)
dt dt (3 t dtj
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Substituting from (2.13), (3.18), (3.23), (0.26) and (4.3) into (4.1), we obtain

dw(1) dw(1)
r I 1(1) (1 ) + r __-[i•° .+ p (1+r

d- J_ d v v + at dt
V

(2) dw(2) dw() d .w(1  dw (2) -1+ 2 ~Z ( -r(2) )r(l1 (2) dwpl)dv2
-- • t- ( 1 + r ) + r P- -t + p e] d

dt dt dt dt -•

dw (v) dw (2)2

S(t •v + d(I + d (2)• _ - - zn- _q) dS •

S

wdw (2)

P.)• v + +I) .(2)'2) at (4.4)SP dt +p "dt,

V

where

t= (1) + t (2) + t d = t(I) - r(1) t (3 ,) d(2) t (2) (2) t(3)

(4.5)

and from (3.9), (3.17), (3.21) and (3.26)1' we have

d(1 n (1) d(2) = (2) (.)•--

t =n * T = n*D ,d n D ,(4.6)_ --- " - , .. ... .-

and t is the mechanical traction vector of the combined continuum, and the d (n)

n = 1, 2, may be thought of as the difference traction vectors. Taking the

material time derivative in (4.4) and using (4.6), (3.16), (3.20), (3.25) and employing

the divergence treuoem2 Ue imaL L±ez:- 'Lai Lt LL.L Lva o .8)O a 12.3 and

the arbitrariness of V, we obtain

( dw "(i ) 
dw (2)

de- (1) .+D : Ix.,)= ij •i ij }i

() dw (I) dw (2)

- ,3(1) . • - q(2) (4.7)- qi.
dt dt ii' "

which is the first law of thermodynamics for our combined continuum,

We may now introduce dissipation by assuming that the symmetric part of

the total stress tensor T , the two difference stress tensors D(I) and D(2)

............
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(1) (2)
and the two difference internal forces ( and 2 may be written as a sum of a ".

dissipative and a nondissipative part. This is a restrictive assumption, but

24
it is believed to be adequate for our purposes . Thus, we write

S R •S D DS ,D(1) . R(1) + D)(1) (2) & R(2) DD (2)

+ D +1 YD

1 D(2) - R(2) + D 3 (2) 14.8)

and in each case the superscript R indicates the nondissipative (stored energy)

portion and the superscript D, the dissipative portion. Substituting from (4.8)

into P3.27) and obtaining the tensor form from the vector form, we obtain

A RA DA
Ti3 = T i.. + 1i (4.9)

where

R A (I) () _ RD(l)w(1) _ + ( R()()
ij 2 ki j,k kj ik i j j i

+ %()w() _RD(2 )W(2) _-,(2w2 + RU(2)w(2)

D A 1 rD (1) (1) D (1) (1) D a(1) (1) D a (1) (1)
Dii9 2 • L Dki jk - k W,k i j i

SDD (2) (2) _ D (2) (2) _ D (2)w(2) + D (2) (2)-+ kD w. D .w a . + J . (4.10)
ki j,k kj i,k i j j 1 (

S A,,Since T = T + ýi :om (4.8)1 and (4.9), we may write

R D S DA
T = T + T + • (4.11)

where

R. R S R AR RS + T (4.12)

Equation (4.11) is the form we are interested in employing because it enables

us to obtain all the results of interest to us most readily. Substituting from

(4.8)2-5 and (4.11) into (4.7) and employing (4.10), we obtain
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w)dw((2)
d* R RD() (1 .w dt . '. + + )(2)

3 .- 1 vj,i di t ,i -dt i

_w 92 Dw ()1 /J -W()
-R(2) ) -2  + )TS .. + DD (1) w ) -w ('1)

j -- ijij tkj L-d-t / k i,k ij]

W d (2)
D( )D (2) w (2) I

D(¶1 ij + DD: L( /jk - W )i-3 Ld[ i ~a Uj ,k i,k Jij~i

D(2) dw () 2D- 2 Ljj-.- - w•w.] -• (4 .13)

whe.re d.j and Wij are the rate of deformation and spin tensors, respectively,

which are defined by
25

1 1di (V. . + v. .) , = - (v - v. .) . (4.14)

ii 2 ji 1,3 ij 2 j)i 3,)

For the circumstances we have outlined, the mathematical expression of the

second law of thermodynamics may be written in the form 26 2 8

dw(2) dw(!) dw(2)

P ~ ~ L 3r iv~ -S3 -- • - i j ,i

R,2dw d2)
+ (2 . = P9 dO (4.15)j dt d-

where 6 is the positive absolute temperature and 1 is the entropy per unit mass.

From (4.13) arnd (4.15), we have the dissipation equation

S D" (1) w _ _(1) d 0

"ii j i+ kj L\ dt--,k i,k ij] J [ dt w(1)

CI w 2) dw(2)
D (2) Fw (2 () D ( 2 )rdw j (2) ] i pO L11 (

kj L\---/, k i,kiji L i aji

and the entropy inequality may be written in the form
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qD 
+ D1[DT ())

(2)
D (1)' I - (1) \ D (2) j (2)
- \t W i W ij' + j kACW1t' k -Wi,k ij'

dw(2)

D a (2) w (2) q i F > 0, (4.17)
j \ dt 1. j) 6i i

where F is the positive rate of entropy production. At this point it should be
29.30

noted that this theory can readily be generalized to account for more j
general functional constitutive response in the manner set forth in a previous

7
paper

5. Constitutive Equations

Since we are concerned with thermodynamic processes for which both the

state function equation (4.15) and the dissipation equation (4.1-6) are valid,

we may determine the dissipative constitutive equations from (4.17) and the r-on-

dissipative constitutive equations from (4.15) which, by virtue of the relations

d dwd (I) ,.., (2) d (vi=M, i •-j- (Yj, M) T i=XM, i ±t WjM d /I ,i X.Ii • t- jM) ,

may be written in the form

de _ d (d (1) RD (2) X (2)I.P - Ir 7ijXM~i dt (YiM) + RDiix M i d- (wQ ij XM i d (2)I

_ R,(1) j 1R (2) j + O d (j5,
j dt j dt + -t

Since the entropy inequality is of the form shown in (4,17), it turns out to be

convenient to define the thermodynamic function • by the Legendre transformation

: e - 1•9 . (5.2)

-I
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The substitution of the material time derivative of (5.2) into (5.1) yields

RP RD(1) d - (1) R) 4, (2) (2) d (2)
dt 1i M~i dt jM ij xMi T jM ij dMj dt j,M

dw (1) dw (2)
RR(l j -R(2) .. .ý d 0(E3

j d- j dt dt

Since (5.3) is a state function equation, we must have

• ; (1) w(2) . (1) w(2);j'M ' M; j'M '

Substituting the material time derivative of (5.4) into (5.3), we obtain

(Rj, i *g d + ((RI) (1) X (w (1)
_ 2) + Y .(ij• - = 0,M )5.

Since ~( j5.5 hold fo r itrar dYM )/dt d(w())/t dtw2) dw1)dt
X ( P) (w2)) - (1•R. , d (1)

-(Ra (2) w AL) (2) 0.( (5.5)

i w()d (1) (2)(1

Since (5.5) holds for arbitrary d(y. )/dt, d(w ())/dt, d(w (2) w /t

dw 2)/dt and dO/dt, we have

X p / P(1) P • (1 (5.6)

MPi iij j

x n() p 6ý/2(wj(1) , j (2,/ 2 (5 7)

xM'i ij p 6/o(w~ , = (5.8)

Solving (5.6),, (5.7), and (5.8), for R i and R( 2 ) JOrespectively, we find

R y _ _ R(l) = py (Py (5.9)

____________________ a ,M (2)

Clearly, # cannot be an arbitrary function of the variables shown in (5.4)

13 14because in order to satisfy the principle of material objectivity c and.

~ ~ .~,. ,......,.~. - -- M
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hence, 4 must be scalar invariant under rigid rotations of the deformed body,

and any arbitrary function of the 34 assumed variables (11 vectors and a scalar

at the point yk) will not be so invariant. However, there is a theorem on

rotationally invariant functicns of several vectors due to Cauchy 31, which says

that 4 may be an arbitrary single-valued function of the scalar products of the

vectors and the determinants of their components taken three at a time. Appli-

cation of this theorem shows that V is expressible as an arbitrary function of

66 scalar products and 127 determinants and 0 for a total of 194 quantities.

However, the 194 quantities are not functionally independent and it is relatively

easy to show, by using procedures similar to those employed in Section 6 of

Ref. 6 that the 194 variables are expressible in terms of the 31 arguments

_(i) w(I) (1 1) ) (2) (2)
CKI--YiKYiL I PLM =Yk,LWk,M = YkLwk ) LM =YkLWk, M I

,(2) (2)N(2 = yk wIk (5.10)

Thus, we find that * is invariant in a rigid rotation if it is a single-valued

function of the 31 arguments listed in (5.10). Hence 4 may be reduced to the

form
(EcL, N (1) , N(2) P (1) p( 2 ) 0)

*= 4F~,L NL .7LM'Y LM''~(.1

in place of the form shown in (5.4), and where we have taken the liberty of

replacing Green's deformation tensor CL,, which does not vanish in the undo-

formed state, by the equivalent material, strain tensor EyLl which does vanish

in the undeforiaed state, and is related to C by32

E - (C1 - ) . (5.12)

From (5.6),, (5.7) (5.8)2 and (5,9)- (5.12), we obtain
V (5-8)
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Rt --+--w(1) + Pyi w (2)
rij =piLy jM + PNiL 1) j iN(L ))

L M LN,(

+ ,L P w(1) .(2) (5.13)
L(1-) WjM + PYiL P(2) 'j, ,

LM LM

y (5.14)
i jL (1) )3ij = ,Myj,L 6p(2)

" 'ý
LU• LM i-T

- j,L (. j (2)5.15)
6WI .1  

6 NL

where we have introduced the conventions 3/6ELM = )/aEML and it is to be

assumed that 6EKL/aLK = 0 in differentiating *. Substituting from ( .14) and

(5.15) into (5.13) and employing the chain rule of differentiation, we obtain

py y. 2L %(1) w(1) _ Rj (2 ) w(2
ij =P1,iL j,M 6 ELM i j - i j

% w(1l) +R(2) (2)
± k(I j,1. ki j,k (5.16)

R
Clearly, the antisymmetric part of Rr. obtFined from (5.16) is identical with

13

the expression fcr R T. given in (4.10). Tnxus, even in this rather conrplex

cili-jii,nr tre antisymmaetric nortion of the nondissipative part of the stress

tensor is derivable from a thermodynamic state function and has just the value

required by the conservation of angular momentum.

This brings us to a consideration of the dissipative constitutire equations,

which are obta'.ted from the entropy ineqaality (4.17) which may be written in

the form

D$S djDD(1)r(1) ' D(1)(1)+D D (2) (2) D (2) (2) 2

ij ir kj 0kj j j +LD kjj - q ./,10

where
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S(dw _ /dt) i - (1) (dwl1 ) /dt- w(1i ..

(2) (d 2()/dt) (2) (2) (2) (2)- ( 518

,j 3 3k WikWij ' Oil 3 1

Motivated by (5.17) we take the dissipat.ive constitutive equations in the form

DT S TiS (dS G) (1) (2) (2)

ij.) (d£ ' k ; xLZ •k •

iD ii (dkil G- ,Pk ',kL' , • ' 0,k00k

D (1) = DI) (1) ((1) (1) (2) (2)

Dj 3 j kV() (dk k k k ) ( k I O
D () ( (1) (1) (2)

kA I k;, k Ck2 IO O

qi = qi (d •k k 'Ok ' I ,k' (5.19)

but since the nondissipative constitutive equations (5.13).- (5.15) depend on

w(I) W(I) w(2) w(2) and 0, there is no logical reason to excludetheYiM'i i.YM' i iM •

33
them from the dissipative constitutive equations . Hence, on account of the A

chain rule ot differentiation, we may write

S D S (i) (kl (2) y (1) (1) (2) *.(2) ,

D.. = (D.. (I, ;( 2 3 ( w(1) w w
) 1) (• %kA ' ' k ' MY, k k' ,M' k k, M 0)

D (1(1) D(1) '(2) _(2) 0 v(1) (2) (2)
D j D j (dkj' CkY, 'k ' •kz 'k ' M1 YkM wk ,7 km,M k) Wk5•l M )•"

DD(2) D (2) (1) (1) (2) (2) . (1) (1) (2) (2)
D.. = D.. Mc' ' cN•

aj (d kV C~ 1 'M k ' V w, 'I '0

D (2) D (2) ,(1) (i1) C(2) c(2) ( (1) W1w2w( 2 )
D . (dk£ ' ,'k' k' • k ' ,M' Yk,M'Wk W ,M ' k,M' w W

DV( ) 8(1) (1) 8(2) (2 6 s (• (1) (1 ) w(2 ) (2)

i=q (d " k kZ - k wk wk,M' wk k.M'

(5.20)
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for the general functional dependence of the dissipative constitutive equations.

Now, in order that the dissipative portions of the constitutive equations satisfy

the principle of material objectivity 131 14, all variables in (5.20) must be

objective, i.e., they must transform as tensors under time-dependent proper

orthogonal transformations. All variables in (5.20) save dki, (1) (1)

(2) and 0k(2) satisfy this latter requirement trivially, since they are not

time-differentiated quantities, and dk is known234 to be objective and (1)•(2) (1) an (2)

( and C k( may readily be shown to be objective vectors and tensors,

respectively. To see this consider

*w(1)* (1) *

Yk+W k QkA(t) (y2 +w( ) + bk(t) , yk=Qk2 (t)yf + bk(t) , (5,21)

where QkA(t) represents an arbitrary time-dependent proper orthogonal trans-

fnrmnatinn ant b (1) an arbitrary time-dependent translation. In (5.21) the I
starred quantities represent either the motion as seen from an orthogonal co-

ordinate system in arbitrary rigid motion with respect to ours or the motion I
plus a superposed rigid motion as seen from our uoordinate system. From (5.21),

we obtain (

wk QkL (t) w,

the material time derivative of wnicn yields

d()*/t = kd~)/dt + (dQ /dt() (5.23)

Taking the spatial gradient of (5.23) and employing (5.21)2, we find J

(1) ' 1  = r ()rQrdkt){ 1 /Y.(246(dwkQ/dt)Q•• (dw(1 /dt)/6yr+ r(dQk/dt)3w(/6y (5.24)

Now, employing the well-known relation3 5

dQk 2 /dt Q W. - Qk , (5.25)

as, fli k e
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in (5.23) and (5.24), respectively, and using (5.22), we obtain

dw l)/dt w W. (dw l)/dt - w ,1 Dc

k -i I k Qk '2 i'

(dw ()(1)6 / wt 1)

/(dw d t) - wik Qkt= k L (uwr (i'' -- byrYm (5.26)

which shows that . and C., are an objective vector and tensor, respectively.
(2) an (2)cosiuea

Obviously, in the same way we may readily show that and constitute an

objective vector and tensor, respectively. Now, the quantities on the left-hand

sides of (5.20) cannot be arbitrary functions of the variables shown because

arbitrary functions of the variable!. shown will not satisfy the principle of

material objectivity 13' 14, which requires the constitutive equations to transform

appropriately under proper orthogonal transformations. However, if D S D (i)

Da(l) DD(2) Dj(2) and qi are expressed in the forms3 ij ' --•

S T (i) D (1) DE!I) y (1)
) Y<YWj,La' ijMYi,0 j,L vL i 3 K K

D Di(2) (2) D5(2) Y (2) (5.27)ij= i~,LKL ' K K -i "iK' 52)•

where T 1 1) (2) (2) and L are functions of the variables shown
a'I K X X P K K

on the respective right-hand sides of (5.20), it may readily be shown using

established methods36 that the principle of material objectivity is satisfied

if K(1) K(2) and LK are vector invariants in a rigid motion and T K JKL) and
A(2) 37

A a are tensor invariants in a rigid motion. Then the theory of invariant

functions of vectors and second rank tensors shows38 that the required invariance

is assured if TM KL(), K , A KL K2) and LK' respectively, are of the form

a() (i) (2) (2)4(1) _2)
ai TaL IM, ZM B , M , BM , GM, EMN, NM PMN NM 111 0)_A(K KIN () _1) _(2) (2) (M) (NM (2) (2)

a~~ ,(~Z NB Z 4 N M ,GMJEMNNM Y PMN M '1 M '9Y( KZMN (),M 'ZMN, BM ,G EMN M M M p 9
U() A(1) Z(1) _(i) _(2) B(2), G'ENN(1) p(1) N(2) (2),

9(i #() 1 , _(i) BMi Z(2 BM2 GMi' EMN, N(1 p(1 N (2J () )
K K MN M M M 'M " 4N 14M MN
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•(2) ( (2) ((1) ((1) (2) ((2 )
KL AKL ( MN , ' GM, 4M ,r ' ,, M o ,

.(2) • (2) (RM- (1) _() (2) (2) (() (1) (2) (2)
IK K ZMNB , M , •M, ,M , GMEMN' 1M PMN N14M P '

L( (1) (2) (2) (1) (1) (2) (2)
LK - M-( , )N ,' •M, NM JM EM N 'MN 'M ' MN '

(5.28)
where

IE dt (1) () (1)
'IV iWN ijMN Yi, MYj,N ij % BM i

(2) (2) (2) _ 6(2)(5.29)
MN Yi,MYj,Nij , B•1 ,M GM --. 29)

0 EMN] (i) .(2) an (2)
and EMNM P N and MMN are defined in (5.12) and (5.10). Now, it

(i) (i) (2) ( 2)
must be remembered that although the dependence of T., A KL K l A KL W2K

and LK on E () 1 (1) (2) and p (2)N is arbitrary, there are conditions on
(1 • ) (•2) _(2) ..

their dependence on RM, Z'(1 B1) (2M I .M 2) M on acceuint of the
MN BM M

Clausius-Duhem inequality (4.17). Thus the dissipative constitutive equations

in the general case are given by (5.27), with (5.26).

Equations (411), (4.8)25 (5.13)- (5.15), (5.27) and (5.28) determine

the constitutive equations for our combined continuum. Thus, all that remains

in the determination of explicit constitutive equations is the selection of

(1) (i (2) (2
specific forms for *, T KL A, 4", ' and L . Once the constitutive

equations have been determined, we have a determinate theory, which by appropriate

substitution can readily be reduced to 10 equations in the 10 dependent variables

w(1) w(2) and 0 The 10 equations are the three each of (3.16) (3.20),

(3.25) and (4.16). In order to have a complete field theory, the boundary (or

jump) conditions at moving surfaces of discontinuity have to be adjoined to the

aforementioned system of equations. These boundary conditions are determined

in the next section.
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Before ending this section it is perhaps worth noting the physical fact

() () 2) (2)
that the objective tensors , P and Cij are nothing more than the

(1) (1) (2)(2
portions of dw( 1 )/dt, (dw 1 )/dt) i' dw /dt and (dw! 2)/dt) respectively,

beyond tnat of each due to the local rigid body rate of rotation w... As a

consequence, if the aforementione(C vectors w(1). and w (2) and tensors w. and

(2),w.. are rigidly fixed in the continuum, i.e., with respect to •, then the

attendant attenuation will vanish. .

6. Boundaar Conditions

In this section we determine the boundary conditions which must be adjoined

to the system of differential equations, as noted in Section 5, in order to

formulate boundary value problems. As usual, these boundary (or jump) conditions .

are detecZiined by applying the integral forms of thz pertinent field equations

to appropi_,ate limiting regions surrounding the moving (not necessarily material)

39
surface c-f dico.:t.inuity with normal velocity un, and assuming that certain

variablel: rer,-i 5n bwunded. The pertinent integral forms are (3.2), the integral

f .... • (3.20), (3.25) and (4.17), which take the respective forms

r" r a I '

J n * 1 dS + I pf dV tJ v dV (6.1)
S V V

n D ds 4 P f. dV + dV= .dV (6.2)
S V V V

d (2)

n+ r() " 2 f d . p -(2) dV , (6.3)
S V V V

d-P. V+JdV + dS = F dV > O0 (6.4)
V S V

where pr is defined in (4.17).

i I iI
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For all the integral forms considered, a volumetric region is taken in the

usual war 39, and it is assumed that all pertinent variables remain bounded.

The jump conditions obtained from the respective integral forms consisting of

(3.2) and (6.1)- (6.4) are

u ip] - n.fv pI - 0 (6.F)

n.[T. .1 + u [pvj] - ni[vipvJ 0 (6.6)I-) I] n ( )_--

ni[Di .)] + ulp(1) J l- ni[v p (1)-d 0, (6.7)

[. (2] + (2) i VP(2) (6.8)
n1 [D )]+ p n - 0

. ^. -a•--! i~vi :j---t o, 68

n.[qi/0] - U fPI) + nifvipTJ L 0 , (6.9)
~r- a - n- 1i-

wbpre we have introduced the conventional notation (Ci.] for C- C. and n. de-1 1 3

notes the compcnents of the unit normal directed from the - to + side of the

surface of dis..;3ntinuity. If the surface of discontinuity is material

Un = n 3-v V n i V (6.10)

then (6.5) evaporates and (6.6)- (6.9), respectively, reduce to

n.iTi.j = 0, (6.11)

n[D (1) 0 (6.12)
13 1

n.[D (2 1 =0 (6.13)
1- ij~

11 fqi/0] = 0 (6.14)

1 i1

Moreover, if 6 is continuous, i.e.3

[02 = 0, (6.15)

across the surface of discontinuity, F is bounded and, from (4.17), in place of

(6.14), we have
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This latter situation, consisting of the jump conditions (6.11)- (6.13), and

(6.15)- (6.16), is the most common, and if the body does not abut another solid

body but abuts, say, air instead, the boundary conditions are fully defined by

the noted equations. However, if a body does abut another solid body and the

full field equations have to be satisfied in each region, additional conditions

on [y], [ý(l)] and [(1(2)] have to be satisfied at the surface of discofttinuity,

The conditions are usually
)(2

[y- 0, (( = 0, (11(2)] 0 (6.17)

the latter two of which may,by virtue of (3.24) and (3.26)4, respectively, be

written in the form

[(i + r(I) W~) + r (2 w 2 0, !(1 + r ())w() 4 r(-)11 = z O . (6.18)

Frequently, the thermal conditions are such that ,. may eliminate either (6.15)

or (6.16). Clearly, all boundary expressions, which are not prescribed, may be

expressed in terms of the same 10 field variables as the 10 equations mentioned

at the end of Section 5 by making the appropriate straight-forward substitutions.

We can determine an energetic jump condition from (4.4), whichalthough

not needed in the solution of many types of boundary-value probleib, can be

useful for obtaining certain types of information. This jump condition is

obtained by applying (4.4) to the aforementioned volumetric region surrounding

the (not necessarily material) surface of discontinuity and assuming that all

pertinent variables remain bounded, with the result I
.(1) dw dw (2)

n J DJk +--t jk k q + un[T+ pc] -n.v. (T+ C,1 =0 (6.19)jýjukvk k dk dt x.. v- - j-j-
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where T is given in (4.3). if the surface is material we have (6.10), and

(6.19) reduces to

_(1) ) (2) (2)

nD- D--) q. = 0 (6.20)
njkk -j k dt jk dt

7. Generalization to N-Constituents

In this section we generalize the equations which have been derived for

the three-constituent composite material to a composite with N-constituents.

Since the form in which the equations for the three constituent composite

material have been written makes the form of the equations for th,:: N-constituent

composite rather obvious, we briefly present the basic and essential resulting

equations here for completeness without presenting any of the intermediate

equations. in fauL. whei-e po;ziblc .-7e si-lI' re.fer to the qeneralization of

existing equations without writing new ones.

The equations of Section 2 remain unchanged except for (2.3), (2,9) and

(2.11)- (2.13), which, with the exception of the intermediate equation (2.11),

take the resulting forms
N N N N7- (m) 7• (m) (M)w (m) 0, - (M) (m)

P p o p = 2 P _ p w 0, L p dw /dt0. (7.1)
m=l m=1 -- m1

The equations of the conservation of linear momentum for each constituent, i.e.,

(3.10)- (3.12), remain the same except that the sums of the internal interactions

L r~m .L ninF in each equation increase in number to (N-l), where the meaning of F is

obvious from the discussion in the last paragraph of Section 2 and, of course,

the number of such equations increases to N. The equation of the conservation

of linear momentum for the combined continuum, (3.16), remains the same and the

difference equations of linear momentum, (3.20) and (3.25), take the form
d 2 (n)

(n) + p f. - p - + 3 0, n-l,2, (N-1) (7.2)
ijji 3 dt 2
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where NI
3(n) L Lnm -r(n) L LNm (n) a f(n)-f('

mn/n r"/N
(N-1)

(ni (n-) + (n) w(n) (n) (n) ,/ (N) .7.31). -w. + _r w. , r -p9 /9 (7.3)
J - 0 0

n=l

The equations of the conservation of angular momentum for each constituent,

(3.13)- (3.15), remain the same except that the sums of the internal interaction

couples £cnm increase in number to (N-i), where the meaning of the LCnm is

clear from the discussion in the last paragraph of Section 2 and, of course,

the number of such equations increases to N. From Eq.(3.27) it is clear that

the equation of the conservation of angular momentum for the combined continuum

now takes the form

e e T + 7- (n)D (n) (n)a(n) 7)
2 Lij •£e~k /. (w. D.. - w j3. ) = 0 . (7.4)m=l

The equation of the conservation of energy (4.1) and the definition of the

kinetic energy density (4.2) remain the same except that the sums increase to N.

Equations (4.3) and (4.4) retain the same form, but the sums increase to (N-l)

and all possible quadratic mixed products occur for (N-l) terms. The equivalent

of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) take the form

N
t 3 t(n) (7,5)

n=l

d(n) (n) -r (n)t (N) ( (n) n (n) n (N-1). 7.6)

Equations (4.8), (4.9), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.14) remain unchanged. The number

of D(n) and L3(n) in Eqs.(4.8) increase to (N-l). The sums in the remaining

equations in Section 4, i.e., (4.7), (4.10), (4.13) and (4.15)- (4.17) increase
to (N-i). The n~umi~r of w(n)in (ni

w( and w occurring in the generalization of the
j jni

equations in Section 5 is (N-i). Consequently, the generalization of all
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equations in Section 5 is obvious, i.e., wherever the w.(n) occur, there are (N-i)

of them in pl&ce of 2, including all conjugate quantities. Accordingly, the

definitions occurring in (5.10), (5.13) and (5.29) must be increased thus

P (n) w Y w(n n) (n) n(7.7)LM kPL kMý ý aYw

n (dw (n-k)- (n-w dn) , n l,2, .... (N-I)
(7.8)

,,) (n) ) (n) M (n) n -12,. (N-1) (7.9)

anI the constitutive relations occurring in (5.14), (5.15) and (5.27) must be

increased th-us
RD(n)i . Y M8() P-3(n)j Py 3/6 -.) (7.10)

i 1.9i MIYj ,L '/ j - iP~iL

)..ifn) • A(n) D D(n) (n) 7.1

.--. A. - -_P = 31 Y v. , n=1,2,.... (N-l) , (7.11)

and the a3sociated dependence in (5.11) and (5.28) must be increased to suit,

i.e., must contain the variables with superscripts from 1 to (N-i).

The jump conditions (6.5), (6.6), (6.9), (6.11), (6.14)- (6.16) and (6.17),

remain unchanged and the sums in (6.19) and (6.20) increase to (N-1). The

remaining jump conditions, i.e., (6.7), (6.8), (6.12), (6.13), (6.17)2-3 and

(6.18) take the respective forms
(n)/d(]) (n)d (n)/t

ni[Dij + u - nilvip d 0 (7.12)

[D(n)]
n ) = 0 (7.13)

= 0, (7.24)

N-I

(n) ' r (in) 0. (7.15)

Ll

I



8. Piola-Kirchhoff Forn of the Equations

Up to this point all the equations have been written in terms of present

(or spatial) coordinates. Since the reference (or material) coordinates of

material points are known while the present (or spatial) coordinates are not,

it is advantageous to have the equations written in terms of the reference

coordinates. To this end, analogous to the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor •j,

which is defined by

n.7T.3 dS - K. aSo, (8.].)

we define the reference relative stress tensors &Ln by

(n) d NL. d(n
n.D.. (n) (8.2)

where dS and U denote the magnitude of and unit normal to an element of area

in the reference configxuration. which has magnitude dS and unit normal n. in the
I

present configuration. By virtue of the well-known relation4 0

ni dS = JXj LdS, .3)

from (8.1) and (8.2), in the usual way, we find

(n) (n)
"Lj Lj Lj Li Dij

Now, using (8.4)). and (8.4)2, respectively, with (3.16) and (7.2) and employing

(2.8). (2.10) and the well-knowi identity41'

(JXR, ) =0 (805)

we obtain, respectively,

YjI, + Pofj = po dv./dt, (8.6)

(n) + (n) f(n) + (n) (n) 2 (n) a2.2LjL P fj +J3 - d n ,dt , n~l,2,. (N-l) 0 (8,7)

LJL J) ~O
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the first of which is the Piola-Kirchhoff form of the stress equations of motion 2>

and the second of which is the refercnce form of the (N-i) relative stress

equations of motion.

Analogous to the foregoing, we now define the reference heat flux

vector QL by

niqi dSNQ aS (8.8) I=.

which with (8.3) yields

S- X q • i (8.9)

Substituting from (8.9), (5.27), (5.29) and (7.8)- (7.10) into the generalization

of (4.16) for N-constituents and employing (8.5) and (2.10), we obtain
(N-1)

[TKdEL/dt + 3 (a) Z ( (m) (m))lP a dvadt (8.10)L X AKL KL - K K ,QLL= o

which is the reference form of the dissipation equation.

In view of (6.4), (8.9), (5.13)- (5.15), (2.10), (5.27), (7.10) and (7.11),

the pertinent constitutive equations for this section may be written in t-he form

(N-1)

""Lj = j M E-L o L L_ ( j -(m) j(Mim1l dNL 124L

'i tn) ). ±tI - -I. (8j

o jL J NjMTL ' j L (jK) L (8.11
6 a

SD (n) (n)
Y~ =j 5jMTLM' j jK K I I
S jMLM ' QK = JLK' (8.12)

where

D (n )( F (n() D(n) (1)Rb(.•n) + (n)jj ' Lj L + Lj + (8.13)i
L) L3,-j

L]
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and *, TLMW I (n) ) A(M) and LK are the generalized versions of (5.11) and (5.28),

which are discussed in Section 7. In view of (8.1), (8.2) and (8.6)- (8.8). in

reference coordinates the boundary conditions (6.6), (7.12), (6.9). (6.11),

(7.13), (6.14) and (6.16) take the respective forms

1"[:.3 + UNp [v.] = o (8.14)

N (n)(n
NL[43)] + UNo [g /dt] = 0 n , .... (N-i), (8.15)

N - 0 0, (8.16;

N,"%jj 0 0, N_ =. 0, n = 1,2, .... (N-l) (8.17)

is oteinrns
.eoct42 I

Where UN is the intrinsic of the singular surface, i.e., the velocity

of the singular surface in the reference coordinate system. The boundary condi-

tions (6.15), (6.17)1, (7.14) and (7.15) remain unchanged, while (6.5) degenerates

to nothing in the reference coordinate description.

9. Linear Equations for the Two-Constituent Composite

In this section we obtain the linear equat~o,.s for the two-constituent

composite material in the absence of dissipatic'n foj '•he general nonlinear

equations for the N-constituent composite matr-' al 1 resented in Sections 7 and 8.

To this end we first note that for the two-constituent composite N = 2. Then,

in the usual way, we define the mechanical displacement vector uM by

YiP iM (XM + UM) , (9.1)

where 8.M is a translation operator, which serves to translate a vector from

the present to the reference position and vice-versa and is required for nota-

tional consistency and clarity because of the use of capital and lower case
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indices, respectively, to refer to the referenct and present coordinates of the

center of mass of material points. From (9.1), we have

YiL iL + 6iMUL' (9.2)

and substituting from (9.2) into (5.12) and neglecting products of uM3 T' we

obtain

ELM LM : (UML +UL,) m(9.3)

which is the usual infinitesimal strain tensor. Similarly, substituting from

(9.2) into (7.7) for N = 2, we obtain

p =(w w N) = 6( w0') (1) (9.4)LM kL kM L;M L Mkk L (9.)L

where we have taken the liberty of utilizing capital indices to denote the

Cartesian compcnents of the relative displacement vector w' in the linear

R. Rl) Rqtl)description being obtained here. Since j, J and 4Lj are assumed to

vanish when uM and w(I) vanish, in this linear theory 4 must be a homogeneous
L

quadratic function of the form
1 () 1) 1 . (i) (1.)

p +a w M + vL W +
o 2 i CKLMKLMn K L 2 KL+-•N KLMN

w"•" MN. w'-" +± . .. . , (9.5 4C1MKLC K(Lwm- + ýLMNC K-, M, N + MKtDWK, L WM(9

where the cKLMN are the usual elastic constants of ordinary linear elasticity,

the all may be called the difference displacement elastic constants, the bKLMN

the relative elastic constants and alKLP PKLMN and NMKL, the respective coupling

constants. In the arbitrarily anisotropic case, there are the usual 21. inde-

pendent : LMN' 6 independent a., 45 independent b ,qt, 10 indepenrlent a1MKL

54 .Tndependent K and 27 independent 'MKL' for a total of 171 independent

material constants.
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Now, substititing from (7.3)3, (8.11), (8,13) and (9.2)- (9.5) into (8.6)

and (8.7) and neglecting all nonlinear terms, we obtaiin

1 IMT + PofM 0oUM, (9.6)

o4 ( oN+ r oH) ' (9.7)

LL + xr1 Pw

where we have employed the relations

6j jMYLM' Lj j 4M , f j j 6 M ' (9,3)

and = (Po 0) (P 0( ) _ (P0 )

K'LM = ';(l a"(9.9

WM.L 14

From (9.5) and (9.9) we have

SM CLMKN C KN + w(1) K (1)

- C + I M K + b w
~IJMN6 14 KIM K LMKN K, N

(LM) (1)

LM KNIML KN KML K MLKN K, N

1 - LC e a w -v w (9.10)
HMXLKL M - L 'MIQL K,L

The substitution of (9.10), with (9.3), into (9.6) and (9.7), respectively,

yields

CLMNN'INLIgUK LK, NL + (1) + P w (I) + f = "" (9amiLMcN, L lM KL LHIQ4 K, NL coM Po"H

((i)
Uw~1 b (1) r (1i)

IOLKL KLM KL LMKN KNL 1+ r (i) Pof

aw(1 ) w =r pw4 (9.12)
wihcn stL tute LLILMKL K,L o 9

which constitute 6 linear differential equations in the 6 dependent variables

u and wKI) To this system of equations we must adjoin the linear boundary
ii
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conditions across material surfaces of discontinuity, which are obtained by sub-

stituting from (9.8)._4 into (8.17) for N = 2 with the renult,
"-4-

N o4K 0, R,[.a' = o. (9.13)

If the surface abuts space, one side of the jump brackets in (9.13) determines

applied traction terms in the usual way. On the other hand if the body abuts

another solid body, we must obtain the associated jump conditions by substituting

from (9.1) and (9.4) into (6.37)1 aznd (7.15), respectively, with the result

(1) (1)
(1 + r )w = 0. (9.14)

K-'

The linear equationr for the two constituent composite with discontinuous

reinforcement (chopped fiber) can be obtained from the foregoing equations in

this section simply by setting bYLM, OKLM and \y M equal to zero wherever they

occur. Under these circumstances--() vanishes and the boundary conditions
LM

(9.13)2 and (9.14) do not ezist.

10. Material Symmetry Considerations

In this section we obtain the linear equations for the isotropic and trans-

versely isotropic two-constituent composite material. Although we can obtain

these equations directly from the arbitrarily anisotropic equations presented

in Section 9 by writing the tensors for the particular symmetry involved, it is

advantageous to return to the stored energy function p0 * and write all the

quadratic scalar invariants first for the isotropic material and then for the

transversely isotropic material, especially when a great deal of symmetry exists,

as in these two cases. The tables of integrity bases provided by Spencer 4 3 ' 4 4

for the two transformation groups involved prove to be extremely valuable in

obtaining the independent quadratic invariants. we are concerned with the
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quadratic invariants of a symmetric tensor C an asymmetric tensor wLH and)L, M

a vector wL . Since Spencer systematically considers symmetric tensors,

anLisymmetric tensors and the skew-symmetric tensors of vectors, we must de-

compose the asymmetric tensor (I) into its sy(mmetric and antisymmetric parts
ose te asrwLM i

PM andpLMA respectively, and write the skew-synmetric tensor W (1) of the
LMan W LM

(1)vector wK' thus

S 1 (1) (1) A 13 ' 0 ) (1)), (10.1)
P•Lm, (2 wM + w)M, L) P l.M = -(wI w - , L,_

WL e w(1 ) (10.2) !
LM LMKK -

Then p * can be written as a quadratic polynomial invariant in the sum of the
0

invariant products of two symmetric tensors ELM and pLM an antisymmetric

tensor and a skew-syrmnetric tensor WM.PLM LM'

For isotropic materials possessing a center of symmetry, p0 4 is a scalar

invariant under the full orthogonal group. Spencer lists44 the basic invariants

of a number of second order symmetric and antisynnetric tensors for the proper

orthogonal group. From this list all quadratic invariants under the full

orthogonal group may readily be obtained. Thus we find that for an isotropic

material the homogeneous quadratic function po0 may be written in the form

P AK + 1+ S s 1 s s
2o• = • CKK 'LL FL •KLLK 1 KYI&K L + r2'KLPLK + blPKKPLL

b s s A A 1 (1)w(1)+b 2 psKp + b3PLLK + 2 1K K (10.3)

Substituting from (10.3) into (9.9) and employing (9.3) and (10.1), we obtain
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s~& +.~ + w(1 )6 1 .(1) w(1)XUP (w +t-

KLM KK LM L, M UML iK,K L 2 2 L, M (M,L

M UK, Kl6ILM + 02ULM +UM,PL) 41 bW1)6K,YK LM + b2 (WL,M+ w(M,L

(1) ( (1) ,
+b3(WL,M -JM, L

3(1) - -a w(1) , 104

M a 1 SM (10.4)

which are the linear constitutive equations for the isotropic two-constituent

composite material. Substituting from (10.5) into (9.6) and (9.7) and ignoring

the exLernal body forces, we obtain

(+)u +u + 1 + + .4 ) l ,, (1) .. oM(
+ KK KM 2 M,2MKK 2 +M, KK

+ (b 2 -b)wM a - 1w1  = r p(oW , (10.6)

which are the equations of motion for the isotropic two constituent composite

material.

A material with a single preferred direction which is the same at every

point is said to be transversely isotropic. For such a material po0 * is a

scalar invariant under rotations about the preferred direction, which we take

along the x 3-axis. The transformations under which we have invariance are the

rotations about the x3-axis, and reflections in the planes containing the x3-

axis. Spencer gives a list44 of invariants imder this transformation. In

addition to the foregoing we require invariance under reflections in the plane

.44perpendicular to the x3-axis. From Spencer's list all quadratic invariants

satisfying the latter additional symmietry requirement may readily be obtained.
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Thus we find that for our transversely isotropic material the homogeneous

quadcaV.ic function p can be written in the form

poý '1'aaci0O+ c 2 C'Co 3 3 + 3 4 30r a3 2 '5e33"33

. S S

S s + ss 1 S S s S ss S l

+ 66 E 3 3 P3 3 + blP CPeO + 7 +2POP P 3PWP3 3 + b4P3QPa3

w+ -A (1) (1) 1A (1) (1)"2 sP33P33 b6PCPCt + 7P3y3a + 2 1 + a 2 23 w3

(10.7)

where the greek indices take the values 1 and 2 and skip 3.

Substituting from (10.7) into (9.9) and employing (9.3) and (10.1), we

obtain

p u, + + 3(u u + 0)•,Y6 2 c~3,36 a 3 ocp,ct+u•,1)y,N %.•

+ (W•l (1) w(1)))
+ w33 3 +2 0
K~=S( 3 +u 0 3) +1 (1) +w(1½

Ky3 Kf =C c 4 (U 3, + 3 ) + 4 (w3,0 + w1,3)

S = +Zu + (1+ w
33 2 c, 5 3,3 5 63,3

1 + + u0  + u 3 + b(w'-7 + wCep I 'y , • It +O 2 cy,• u O, 5 3Y3=. 1

A• (1)o , (1)a A (!) w(1))
+ b +° w + b -

2 NY,Ya 3,3 6 ,aaA'C

(u(1 + U , w(•> +tb (w) (aX3 2 4 e C 3,a a,. +3(w 0  7+,w)ct

S 4(u +u +b(w + 3 (W w
04 (3 ,at a3 4 3Y,Y a.3 7(.,3wa

33 31,o 63.3 3 a,- 5 3,3'

. (1) , ( )

3(1) - 3()•3 2 23 .(10.8)
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which are the linear constitutive equations for the transversely isotropic two-

constituent composite material with x3 the preferred direction. Substituting

from (10.8) into (9.6) and (9.7) and ignoring the external body forces, we obtain

( + (u) + ( + (() +w

+ 3 %13Y,3 + •4 (U3,03 + U 0,33) 2 4 4(w 3,03 + W 0,33) P 0UV,

S^ (1) +(1) + ) (1)
S(u1)p3)+ 4 Wp .. 4...~

C2 ucy, W + 4 (u3,au + O c i0 3,ac OX -0 5 u3.33 + 5 wQ'3

+ 3 33 WoU 3 ' (10.9)

Ol'10 , + 2 8 2 (u +u • , M) + 0 4 (u 31 + U ,33)

+ (w + i ) -+b. b)w - w
5 3,30 1 (X, a + ,, 2 ,ey 3 3,33 b6 Oaa o, Ocy

+ W +wM4%/-WwM r()3, 03 0,33) + b ,3 Y30 1 00 1

(1) (1) (1)
;3 tw3 x 3 2 w4U3) + u 7(w+, 33 + b 3 w )- + b (w +w,

+U (W3 -0 )+ + b w '3 r p( (10.10)
5 2 7 )3a 5 3)33 o 3

which are the equations of motion for the transversely isotropic two-constituent

composite material with x 3 the preferred direction. We have LoQ'Le.-cd to "..itc

the linear constitutive and differential equations for the transversely iso--

tropic two-constituent composite material in complete detail because we deem

this to be a particularly important symmetry for fiber reinforced composites.
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11. Wave Propagation

The solution for plane wave propagation in the arbitrarily anisotropic

infinite medium may readily be obtained by substituting plane waves in the system

of linear equations in (9.11) and (9.12). However, the resulting algebra is

sufficiently lengthy and cumbersome that it becomes relatively involved to

extract useful physical information from the resulting system. Since the iso-

tropic case contains many of the interesting features concerning the propaga-

tion of waves in the two-constituent composite and is much less cumbersome

than the general anisotropic case because of the considerably smaller number of

material constants, we treat plane wave propagation in two-constituent isotropic

composites in this section. To this end as a solution of (10.5) and (10.6)

consider

u. - A.e w. - B.e (11.t) J

where nk is a unit vector denoting the wave normal. The solution (11.1)

satisfies (10.5) and (10.6), provided
•2 @o2)A 2 t 2•2j-•-

(1 p2 0w2 )A . + (X + ýL' ANnk7, + .2 02 7B

+ I8 + .1 02)) 2Bk'nkn., = 0: _-
2

1 0 2 A. + + .12) + (b-b)2 +a r 2 B.1
2 '2cj (H 1  2 ~2 kY1zknj+Lb 2 b-3) + 1 - rlpo )JB

+ (bI + b + b 3 )C2BBnn = 0. (11.2)

At this point it should be noted that in order to secure the positive definite-

ness of pot in (10.3), we must have the conditions

i > 0, 3X + 2p > 0, b 1 > 0, 3b1 + b2 > 0, b3 < 0, aI > 0. (11.3)

Equations (11.2) constitute six linear homogeneous algebraic equations in the

A. and B., which may also be regarded as two vectorial equations of the form
J
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i " 0 a 2 - 0. Since the medium is isotropic, a major reduction in the algebra

results if we decompose each vector equation along the direction of the unit

r.ormal n and in the plane normal to n. To this end we write A and B in the form

A - n I An - n X n X A, B - n , Bn - n X n X B. (11.4)

and first we write the equations in the normal direction n, to obtain

2 2
(,X + 24)2 pow In - A + (0 +4-) • B = 0

+ 2 n 0 A + [(b +2b 2 ) 2 +aa - r (1) 2 = 0 , (11.5)

1 2o1 2 1 0

which constitute a system of two linear homogeneous algebraic equations in

n 0 A and n I B, thus showing that purely longitudinal waves exist in the iso-

tropic two-constituent composite. For a nontrivial solution, the determinant

of the coeffici,.rits ot n I A and n • B must vanish, which yields
(124 r (K(1)2o a•2

r (1)o w (bl+2b2 )P + (A + 2ý) r ( 2+pa

+ [[((+3•) (bI+ 2b 2 )- ( 21+2 )2] 2+ (X + 2p,)aI 2 = 0. (11.6)

Equation (11.6) governs the propacgation of longitudinal waves in tre isotropic

two-constituent couposite. From (11.6) it is clear that for a given wavenumber

2 2
there are two w . arno solving tor W and expanding for smil ý, we obt-ai

2 2 4 2 a1  (bI + 2b2) 2  4
W,1 -- (k+2)) +4 0(- +0(4). (11.7)

Sr p( r ( p

In view of (11.3), we sea from (11.7) that both u: and w2 are real for real •.

Moreover, it is clear that on an w vs ý diagram there are two branches, one

emanating from w = 0, 0 0, with positive initial slope J(X+ 22)/Po. and the0{
other emanating from w = !al/r o 0, with zero initial slope and positive

1 0

curvature (b + 2b 2 ) a 1.

Now we write the equations in the plane nor-mal to ri to obtain
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(p •2 -pw)XnA + -• P~nXnXB - 0, •. nn2n1 2 • 2nXnXA + [(b 2 _-

+ a1 - r(1 ]nxnxB-0, (11.8)

which constitute a system of two linear homogeneous algebraic equations in the

vectors n X n X A and n X n X B. thus showing that purely transverse waves exist

in the isotropic medium. For a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the

coefficients of n x n X A and n X n X B must vanish, which yields

(1) 2 4 (1) 2 + a 2Po3W 2
p w -[Er ppI + po(b 2 -b 3 )]2 p

+ ([p (bb22g)2 +iJalI 2 _ O (11.9)

Equation (11.9) governs the propagation of transverse waves in the isotropic

medium. Fzom (l.97) it clear that for a given ..avenumher F tihbor ar tI•wo w 2

2
and solving for w and expanding for small ý, we obtain

-2 -P 2 4
S-~ +0(fl
P0

2 = a1  (b2 - b3 ) 2 4

_2  + )1) + 0(•4) (11.10)
r(1)pO r po P

Again, and tor the same reasons, it is clear U...L bOW U-f- 1 &LV 1 for

real g, and on an w vs ý diagram there are two branches, one emanating from

w = 0, • = 0, with positive initial slope -oip, and the other emanating from

=a/r(l)p o 0, with zero initial slope and positive curvature

(b2 - b3 ) p/ 0ea-

12. Dynamic Potentials

In the classical theory of isotropic linear elasticity it is possible to

reduce the displacement equations of motion to wave equations in the Lame

potentials by means of the Helmholtz resolution. In this section the analogous
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reduction is obtained for Eqs. (10.5) and (10.6), which were derived for an iso-

tropic two constituent composite material, and the completeness of the repre-

45
sentation is established following Sternberg with minor modifications. To

this end we write Eqs. (10.5) and (10.6) in the invariant vector form

2u +1. 1 + UVV X+)u + (01 + .2)W] = Pu, (12.1)

2 (b2_b3)] + V 1 +2 21

V2[! • •~b3 t + (bl+b 2 +b 3 )w]-alw~rp•, (12.2)

where we have taken the liberty of omitting the superscript (1) from w and r.

The substitution of the Helmholtz resolutions

u+e +V X H V 'H = 0,

w VX + V)XG 1)V G 1=0)(23

into (12.1) and (12.2) yields

V[(X+2 2)V 2 e+ (P + 2 )V 2 X 1  O1] +Vx[PV2H1 +- I V2G1 P"ýjl 0, (12.4)
S2o

1 +0 2 )V261 + (b1 +2b 2)V 2xl- aIXl- rpo 1] +

vx1 [ 2 V2HI' (b 2 -b3)V2G-a Gl-rp~l] = 0. (12.5)

Taking the divergence and the curl, respectively, of both (12.4) aid (12.5).

we obtain

V2[ %X+ 2p)V 2 + (P + 2)V2X- P =0, V2[kv2 11 +( 1 72V2G PH =0,
1 1 2 1 c,1 01 "4 22"'1o'-1

V [I( +P 2)V 81 + (bI +2b 2)V 2x -aX1 -a IX ] = 0

1[ 2 1 1 2 1 11 o

V 2[ 0 2 H, + (b 2-b3) 2 G, - a1G1 - rp 061] 0 , (12.6)

where we have employed (12.3) along with the identity

2Y 2
SVx xV = VV * V - V 2V, (12.7)

a, . a, , a, -, a
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in arriving at (12.6). Clearly, from (12.6), we may wxite

2 2 2 1 2(K + 2p)V + (5 -) pV 0-a, P71H1 + 2 V G 1 POH=b,

12 2-01 -0

( +2)VO2 + (b +2b2)V - a -rpXa =dd1 2 1 1 2 x1 a 1x 1  o.1 2.2
I2V27H + (b2-b)VG -aGl-rpGl =e, (12.8)
2 2 -'-1 2- 3 -1l- 11 P1e

where

2 2 2 2
V aO, Vb O, V bsO, Vd-0, Ve-0, V e . (12.9)

Now, let

e -0+A, 11-H+B, X-X +D, = +E, (12.10)

where A, B, D and E are particular functions to be selected in order that

poA=a, po=b, aiD+rpo=d, alE+rp e(12.11)

To this end we take A, BI D and E in the forms
t T tiT

A a a(X,s) dsdT, B (X,Ss) dsdT,
0 0 o o

t tD= d(Xts)sin wt(t-s)ds E e(X,s)sin o(u t-s)ds,

j s,.' f'''roj

0o0o0 0 0 (12.12)

whe i e
2

W a (12.13)

and on account of (12.9)

VA=0, 2 V2B-0: V•B=0, V2D-O0 V2E =0 V 7E= 0 (12.14)

Moreover, from (12.9)4-5 and (12.11)3-4 we have

VD 0, VE = 0. (12.15)

Substituting from (12.10) into (12.8) and employing (12.11) and (12.14), we obtain
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(X + 21.)V 2 6 + (+ 2)V2× -P U=0, p, 2 1 + 1 - 2- ,=0

2 0 2 2 '

1 2 2

(01 +0 2)\v e + (bI + 2b,)) V2(-a 1aX- rpo 0 0

2 V H2+ (b b )V2 G-aG- rp 0. (12.16)
2 2 2 3 0-

From (12.3) and (12.10) we may write

u~Ve+VXH+u, w=VX+VXG-W, (12. 17)

where

=- VA-VXB, w=- VU-VXE. (12.18)

Equations (12.18) and (12.14), along with the identity (12.7) applied to B

and E, imply that

v. 3=O, Vxu=o V'w=O Vx?= o0 (12.19)

Therefore. there exist functions C (X, t) and 1(X, t) such that4 .- 2 ., 72 I.
SV =0, 7 V, 1]=0, (12.20)

and (12.17) and (12.20) permit us to write

u=7V+VC+VXH, w=VX+VI+VXG, (12.21)

Substituting from (12.21) into (12,1) "u-d (1.21 and 1..4_ ) , a n

(12.20). we obtain

Vý = 0, V(al0] + rP0o) 0. (12.22)

Hence, C and 1 must have the respective forms 1

= (t)+tol) + () W(t)+ W(X) cos Wot+N2(X) sin wt. (12.23)

Equations (12.20)2,4 and (12.23) indicate that

2 V2 V2 22212
V 2, 2 =0,V 2 = 0. (12.24)1 '0, =0, V2.
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Finally, let us define

+ a ,,' x + a2 (12.25)

which, with (12.21), (12.3)2,4' (12.10)2y4' and (12.14)3P6 enables us to write

U=Vcp+ ×XH, V H=0,

w= * +VxG, V •G=O, (12.26)

and from (12,16) and (12.23)- (12.25) we see that the potentials satisfy

2 2o1 2
(X+2•)V2p+(8 1 +82 )V21I-.po•0, •.V2+ %G~ pAO

+ 2)V y+ (b +2b 2 )V 2 *-al -rpo =O,
1 2 1 2 1
1P 2V2 H + (b - b.)V2G- alG - rpa= 0, (12.27)
2 2 2 23 1o-

and we have shown that the representation is complete. It should be noted
that u(X~t) and w(Xt), given by (12.26),3 satisfy (12.1) and (12.2) provided

(12.27) hold even if H and G are not solenoidal, as may be confirmed by direct

substitution.

13. Static Potentials

A complete solution of the displacement equations of equilibrium for an

isotropic two-constituent composite material

1 + + 'V I (,-$+ )u + ++o. = 0, (13.1)bu 2 2_ "-- 1 - 1 2 2, 01-,

V b-b) + VV+ + b + b3)VI

- alIw + [r/(l + r)] poffi(1) =0, (32

Sw 2  b~2b)](13.2)

is obtained in terms of stress funcLions, which reduce to the Papkovitch

functions of classical elasticity. The procedure follows that of Mindlin46,47

----------------
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Vie substitution of the Helmholtz resolutions q

u y+VxH, V x H= 0-

w +VV+ xV V V 0, (13.3)

into (13.1) and (13.2) yields

V.2 [a + ,- (13.4)q 4-V X li+ (X215 +3V, X •V] + ,-f O 134

V[(Pl+2) V2 ) + (b 1 +2b272 - a1tJ +

yxV1 2 H1 + (b 1 b3)V2V 1  + (13.5)

where for convenience we have introduced the definitions

f= p -f, [r/(l+r)]P (13.6)

I,-~r Ol.

S2 -, 3 2 (13.7)

Let us define a vector function B by

B Ve ýp + -V x 11+ qf2 V + aVX X V (13.8)

then
1% =-~ .,CA•- •n 0

Taking the divergence of (13.8), we obtain

2
(acT + (Y (13.10)

which, with the definition

7' = aip + C 2 t , (13.11)

enables us to write

V * B = V 2X. (13.12)
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Since

V 2(r B) 2V B + r V 2B (13.13)

from (13.12) and (13.9) we have

2 2B= r A f/ (13.14)

where we have employed the definition

1= 2X- r * B. (13.15)

it should be noted that Eqs. (13.9) and (13.14) are exactly the same as in

classical linear elasticity.

We must now eliminate H and cp from the representation in order to express

Eq. (3.3.5) in terms of B, B9, 4 and V. To this end we first take the curl of

(13.8) and employ (13.3)2j4 to obtain

v2 =- x -%2.
V n V X B (13. 16 )

We now substitute from (13.15) into (13.11) to obtain

cp [(r B B+B)/21a I - (a2/0( . (13.17)

Taking the divergence and the curl, respectively, of (13.5) and employing

2-.)2,41 i........e

2 2b2)2
2b[ 97+2)4•+ b ' al@] += (I 0, (13.18)

V2 ,( Vc + (b2 -2b zV a + V f =0 .1 2 1 21

2 2 2~21r 0 (13. 19)

Now, substituting from (13.16) and (13.17) into (13.18) and (13.19) and re-

arranging terms, we find

V2 (I-_ L2V2) = V 4(r B+BO) + V f(/a (13.20)

2 2 2 2 ii(12)
V (1- • 2)V=- X V2VXB-VXI(t)/a (13.21)

2 2
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where 2
2 b I + + 2 2 +2

a aX+2LL) "l 2(+21L)aI

b2-
A2 b2 3 2 2 (13.22)2 a aI 44 a 1 2

The substitution of (13.8) and the gradient of (13.17) into (13.3)1 yields

u = 1- Y'V(ru+B) 13+ 2 2 -• (13.23)

where

= (X + a)/2(N + 2Ia) (13.24)

Thus, finally the representation consists of the differential equations (13.9),

(13.14), (13.20) and (13.21) along with the expressions (13.23) and (13,3)3.

The functions B and B reduce to Papkovitch functions when and •2 vanish.
01 2

14. Concentrated Forces

In this section we consider first the conc,.ntrated force and then the

concentrated relative force located at the origin in an infinite isotropi- two-

constituent composite medium. In an infinite medium acted upon statically by

body forces f and relative body forces f we have Eqs. (13.9), (13.14), (12.20).

(13.3) and (13.21) for the potential functions B, B, 4 and V, which enable
40

the detcrmination of the displacement fields u and w through (13.23) and (13.3)3.

In the case of the concentrated force we have f 0 everywhere and 0

outside a region V' encompassirrr the origin and containing a nonvanishing field

of parallel forces f. A concentrated force is defined in the usual way by

- lim. J Cdv. (14.1)

VIr-
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For the case under consideration Eqs. (13.9), (13.14) and (13.3)4 take the form

shown and Eqs. (13.20) and (13.21) may be integrated twice to give

(I- £2V2)*= V2 (r B +B), (14.2)

22(1 - £2V )V=- n VXB. (14.3)

Since, for the infinite medium, solutions of equations having the respective

forms
V2 22) = y, (14.4)

can be written in the respective forms 4 8

2y JQ rV 0(Q dV (14.5)

V 411£A V

where
rI [(x- + (y -2 (z C)2  (14.6)

is the distance from the field point P at R to the source point Q at r' and

x2  2 2 .. ,g2 TI2  2x R• + y +Z z r, rf= + +• (14.7)

we have from (13.9), (13.14), (13.20) and (13.21)

1 f dv r'. f dV

1
B -- •i ;BO= -•r (14.8)

V r 2 o (14.9

1 1

= •rl VQr ".B + Bo dV, (14.9)
1 2 Q' /

"V XBdV. (14.10)
4TTY 2 .r 1 W

Then, from (14.1) and (14.8) in the usual way, we obtain
B

B P/4m±R, B°=

(1411
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since

1irn r CR, liur r= 0. (1.4.12)V t 1 0 V .0, 0 •I: -

The relations in (14.11) naturally are the same as in the classical theory of

isotropic linear elasticity. Since

P = Pe (14.13)

where e denotes the unit base vector in the z-direction, we have

R'B=zP/4nJ _12 ( 2 (14.14)

R IB z/4p /r+ z V, UVL4R ) e,

where e denotes the unit base vector in the cylindrical coordinate 8-direction,

i is the magnitude of the cylindrical coordinate radial position and, of

course, we have

^2 2 2
r + z R (14.15)

Substituting from (14.14)1 into (14.9) and converting to cylindrical coordinates,

we have
00 2 co

2 2 i 2 j2 r' dr d8 'd C (14.16)

where in cylindrical coordinates

I A2 2( 2 (14.17)
r,= [r +4t9 ^ cos (9-'I -0)P (

and
^2 2 2 ",2 2 2 -i t-
r =x +y ' =• +1 , O=tan x/y, O tar /. (14.18)

At this point it should be noted that since the integral over 0' in (14.16) has

an interval of 2n which is the period of cos(9- 0') in (14.17), the resulting

expression for 4 in (14.16) is actually independent of e.
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Since V X B is spherically symmetric, it is advantageous to return to

(14.13) rather than to use (14.10) directly to obtain V because an ordinary

differential equation in Rt results. Substituting from (14.14) into (14,3),2

we obtain
22 2

(1- V )V= (K2P/4T11R2)e . (14.19)
2 . 2 6

As the solution of (14.19) we can take

V V v 0 (R)e 0 , (14.20)

because

V ' V 0, •e0/R = 0. (14.21)

V2--
Then V takes the spherica±ly symmetric form

V R c(R -/6R)/8R, (14.22)

and substituting from (14.20) and (14.22) into (14.19) and employing (14.21)2,1

we obtain

[1 -A L 2 R-2 d(R2 d/dR)/dR]V0 = K2 P/4,Tll.R. (14.23)

On account of the relation

-l z2 1_7/ % ,,-2 •,2 1dl2 AIT /An% /An 114 4)A

Eq. (14.23) can be written

RV - d 22(RVM)/dR2 K P/4T¶R, (14.25)

the inhomogeneous solution of which is

R•2, ! R -s) d
2e- 4, s sinh L2 ds . (14.26)

0 4pJ2 Ro s2

Thus, * and V for the concentrated body force have been written as definite

integrals, and we carry the solution for the concentrated force no further.

Clearly, if the coupling coefficients 81 and B2 vanish, the solution reduces

to that of the classical theory of elasticity.
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For the case of small £1 and 12' which should be most common, asymptotic

representations of the solution for * and V6 in terms of simple functions for

R << All £'2 and R >> AIl A2 can readily be obtained. These asymptotic solu-

tions can be matched in the intermediate region. however, although V0 can be

matched relatively easily since it satisfies an ordinary differential equation,

the matching of *. requires some effort because it satisfies a partial differ-

ential equation. Consequently, these asymptotic representations will not be

treated here.

in the case of the concentrated relative force we have f 0 everywhere

and f =Ooutside a region V' enclosing the origin and containing a non-

vanishing field of parallel relative forces f(l) A concentrated relative force

is defined by

J = lim , f(l) dV. (14.27)

For this case Eqs. (13.9) and (13.14) take the form shown and by virtue of

(14.8), we have

B 0, B =0. (14.28)

Tn •Arlaiinn frnm 1n. £13 MO and. (13-21- we have

V2-( - 2 V 2) f 1 /all (14.29)

V(1- £•7 2)v=- 2xf(1 )/aI. (14.30)

Since for the infinite medium solutions of the equation having the form

V 2( - 2 V2)O = 0 , (14.31)

48
can be written in the form

T-T J r( - e 1) dV, (14.32)

V
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we have, from (14.29) and (14.30),

l a [Q 1 [ 1 e 1-1) 1 2[r1 ( 1-r

(14.33)

L n X [r 1  -re1/L2 i']S 1x[r a-e 2d

1  r (14..34)

and we note that the surface integrals in (14.33) and (14.34) vanish because

(l) -_ 0 outside V'. By virtue of (14.12) and (14.27), in the limit V' - 0

Eqs. (14.33) and (14.34), respectively, reduce to
1 [ eR/•) 1 eRij 2)

1 V 4 X.2(a• - e

(14.35)

which, with (14.28), are the stress functions for the concentrated relative

force.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I Schematic Diagram Showing the Relative Displacements of
the Interacting Continua

Figure 2 Schematic Diagram Showing the Linear Momentum and Force
and Couple Vectors Acting in Continuum 1.

Figure 3 Schematic Diagram Showing the Linear Momentum and Force
and Couple Vectors Acting in Continuum 2.

Figure 4 Schematic Diagram Showing the Linear Momentum and Force
and Couple Vectors Acting in Continuum 3.
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